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FREESTYLE SPITTIN’ / BLACK FACTS/ YOU’LL KNOW YOU A NEGRO IF 

You’ll know 

you a Negro 

IF… 
2015  

(EXTENDED EDITION) 

…you think males and 

females can make a future 

without some type of 

cooperation between each 

other. You might be alive 

now, but it won’t be for 

another 25 generations. You 

got a death wish Negro!  

..you think the path to 

freedom is always legal. 

Sister Harriet Tubman could 

tell you a thing or two about 

legality! 

…you have over 10 pairs of 

shoes in your closet and 

nothing to eat or to wipe your 

tail with! You might as well 

eat the shoes ya big dummy! 

…you don’t know where the 

streets end or where real-life 

begins. Living fast and dying 

young is not a lifestyle; it’s a 

death style Shawty! 

 …you color struck and think 

that don’t nobody know it! 

It’s called “colorism” now-a-

days Shawty! 

…you are dumb enough to 

think that white people are in 

a hurry to live near you, have 

your children go to school 

with their children and want 

you getting the same wage or 

more than their wage. What 

has made you think that they 

want a level playing field 

Negro?  

…you don’t care about 

nobody but dead people and 

think the ancestors are 

smiling on you. No they are 

not! You hating on their 

children of the Sun! 

…you can’t wait a couple of 

hours for Grand Ma to cook; 

you’d rather eat at 

McDonalds and get a lil 

plastic toy. 

…you think that Latino, 

Latina or Hispanic refers to a 

race of people. 

…you bytch and cry about 

Black Consciousness and 

forget you are living and 

existing with White 

Consciousness all around 

you. You don’t limit White 

consciousness, so why you 

wanna limit Black 

Consciousness Negro? 

…you put your under wear 

on backwards. You know that 

Negroes and Negresses look 

at the world ass backwards. 

Just ask Clarence Thomas. 

…you one of them old farts 

over 30, trying to take the 

spirit, exuberance and 

enthusiasm away from our 

youth! 

 …your leaders, ministers, 

politicians and educators are 

all subscribed to the 

“Declaration of Dependence” 

… the only thing coming out 

of your mouth is “ain’t no 

need in complainin’!” 

 

YOU DON’T KNOW 

THAT RACISM IS A 

TEAM SPORT. LIKE IT 

OR NOT, YOU THE 

ONE GETTING’ 

PLAYED WITH AND 

PLAYED ON! 
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…you haven’t noticed that 

Black police don’t kill 

unarmed White people. 

…your only job 24/7/365 is 

to make colorless people 

comfortable and happy, 

neglecting your own children 

or race-family. 

…somebody say “HOLY” 

and visions of colorless 

people come to your mind. 

Negress and Negro…you 

retarded and mentally 

challenged at the same time. 

… you think the mother or 

father of your child has no 

value. 

…you wanna be just like 

White folks, but you wanna 

skip the Cave Man and Red 

Neck stages and move right 

into their Middle Class. 

…everywhere you go you 

either start drama or bring 

drama with you. We need to 

start setting up “DRAMA 

FREE ZONES!”  

…you and some of your 

fellowship think that Black 

people should be apologizing 

to White people for slavery. 

You must have voted for hill 

Billie Bill Clinton. He put 

more Black people in cages 

than any other POTUS in 

U.S. history. 

…you like Black comedies. 

No, you love Black 

comedies! You like Black 

clowning so much, you laugh 

at your own degradation. . 

It’s so funny; it’s now called 

Black gayety! From Fresh 

Prince, to Jamie Foxx, to 

Tyler Perry to Ice Cube, to 

radio hosts, to TV hosts and 

to most all Black 

entertainment, it’s just Black 

Gayety with very few, if any 

exceptions! Maybe you have 

to laugh to keep from crying! 

…you forgive colorless 

people for 500 years of pain, 

suffering and degradation and 

make sure no harm comes to 

them. But the minute 

somebody that looks like you 

hurts your feelings, be it 

family or not, you wanna 

throw a sissy fit and hurt 

them physically.   

…you have no money, but 

you figure out how to tell 

people ‘with money’ how to 

spend theirs.  

…the only thing you show up 

for on time is work or your 

funeral. Oh yeah, that’s 

Colored People’s time! 

…you let somebody convince 

you that you are suppose to 

be broke. You suppose to 

take a vow of poverty. Even 

the preacher pimps ain’t that 

dam stupid.   

…you still be spreading that 

Santa Claus crap to your 

future without even thinking 

about it! You are praising de 

Lawd and Santa Claus at the 

same time! No wonder they 

call Negroes and Negresses 

Ni99ers! They scared, 

confused and continue doing 

ignorant shyt!   

…you work for a devil, slave 

for the devil and still brag 

about what religion you are. 

Negro is about the same thing 

as a hypocrite! 

…for money, you start 

calling a White boy your 

brother from another mother. 

Leave that dope alone 

chump! 

… you practice and claim the 

same habits, customs and 

culture of the people that 

took a whip to your back and 

raped and sodomized your 

family members. So now the 

Negro wanna be an 

American. Call yourself 

multi-cultural or multi-racial, 

like you some kind of a mutt 

The Negro has no shame and 

as a matter of fact, the Negro 

has no testicles! 

… you think eating at lunch 

counters, sharing hotels and 

beds, marrying, sharing 

toilets, water fountains and 

sleeping with people from 

other groups is going to 

satisfy and advance our 

interests as a people and race-

family. U crazy Negro! 

…you think educating your 

children is a trip to Disney 

World or some amusement 

park. U trippin’ Negro! 

…you are uncomfortable 

with the skin you are in. That 

bleaching cream just gonna 

make you un-naturally ugly 

and ghostly. Some dummy 

gonna believe you got 

vertilago! Yeah! Right! 

...you get all uppity with 

Black folks, but humble 



 

 

yourself in the presence of 

White folks.  

…you buy fake, synthetic 

marijuana with a label like 

“STOOPID” on it. It’s made 

in labs, mostly in China and 

you are stoopid. Dumb as a 

rock! Other names include 

Scooby Snax, Spice or K2. 

Dummy consumer trash for 

crash. 

… the only barometer you 

have to tell if someone is 

racist or not is the “N” word. 

As long as they don’t call you 

the “N” word, they must be 

all right! Negroes forgot that 

just because somebody 

doesn’t call them a nig@er, 

doesn’t mean that they won’t 

unite with others to treat 

them like ni99ers! 

…you come out your mouth 

with “All Lives Matter”. But, 

wanna frown and act 

disappointed when other 

Black people say that “Black 

Lives Matter”! Black people 

ain’t supposed to care about 

each other in your book. 

… you think you all that and 

a bag of chips and everybody 

that looks like you is a piece 

of toe cheese. 

…you buy into worshipping a 

white boy being a super hero 

and an extra-terrestrial. You 

even got “one book” to give 

you faith. What’s wrong with 

you Yo? You are mentally 

challenged, retarded and 

can’t nobody help you until 

you are dead and buried. 

BYE! 

..you are a prisoner to some 

old ideas, old leadership and 

some old bullshyt about some 

DREAM! We suppose you 

got one book as guidance for 

that too!  

…you swear you got a 

nationality or you are 

sovereign, but you don’t have 

your own language or laws, 

really don’t even have a 

community and can’t defend 

yourself or your children 

from predators. All you got is 

a special hat or hand shake 

you do at secret, private 

meetings. Might even change 

ya name, but you can’t 

change ya vibrations Yo! 

IS U A NEGRO 

NEGRO! Maybe you 

need improvement! 

…you have been brain-

washed and indoctrinated 

into believing that the enemy 

is every Black and Brown 

person that you see on the 

planet. You see the world 

with blue eyes Yo or Shawty!  

… you call going to lunch 

with your boss and the white 

girls down on the job, a 

family reunion. 

…you keep talking that 

mythology shyt about ancient 

empires that only had 

women. Where they come 

from and what you been 

smoking or droppin’?  

…you are anti-African. 

Somewhere on your journey, 

you forgot where someone in 

your family came from. Look 

in the mirror Yo. White 

people know where you come 

from and who you are, even 

if you don’t! They will kill 

you if left unchallenged. 

…you think everybody on the 

planet believe some of the 

dumb shyt you believe; Hey 

Yo…You’s a minority all 

across the checkerboard and 

everybody else playing chess, 

with you as a broke-back 

pawn! 

…all you care about is 

“green” and you want 

somebody to care about you; 

it doesn’t work that way 

Shawty! 

…you allow White people, 

Caucasians, Europeans, 

Albinoids, Gringos, Pale-

Faces, color-less people, cave 

men and women or whatever 

you want to call them, to 

decide who your celebrities, 

stars, news casters, 

entertainers, role models, 

representatives and leaders 

are. You so twisted, you let 

them tell you who your God 

is, what he looks like and 

what he better be about. 

…as soon as you get paid or 

get your check, you break 

your neck to buy something 

from a White person, an 

Arab, a Korean or an East 

Indian. You just support 

companies, stores, businesses 

and corporations that don’t 

give a rat’s azz about you, 

your family and the race of 

people you belong to.  Looks 

like you’re just about 

committing group suicide! 



 

 

…you don’t know that racism 

is a team sport. You not on a 

team, you just getting played 

with and played on! 

…you actually think you are 

in a position to choose your 

supervisor or President on 

whatever plantation you live 

on! Oh really? 

…your Nan Na used to give 

you a little change, but now 

she borrows money from you 

for Newport’s. She used to be 

60, but now she is 37. She 

use to go to church every 

Sunday, but now she goes to 

the club every Saturday. 

…you are waiting for Martin 

Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, 

Jesus, Muhammad, Harriet 

Tubman, John F. Kennedy, 

Franklin Roosevelt, Ronald 

Reagan, Abraham Lincoln, 

Barack Obama, Michael 

Jackson, Ma’at, Shaft, Super 

Fly, Super Man, Bat Man, 

Foxy Brown, Nzinga, 

Michelle Obama, Jim Dandy, 

Bill Clinton, Tupac, Aaliyah, 

Amen Ra, Ice Berg Slim, the 

60’s, the 70’s, the 80’s or the 

90’s  to come back and 

rescue or save you from 

whatever!. Something is 

definitely wrong with you 

Shawty! Must be Negro 

Fever! 

…you think people who are 

Pro-Black are the enemy. 

Nope! You the enemy!!! 

…you have a problem when 

Black businesses try to sell 

you the same things you buy 

from White and Korean 

businesses.  Like clothes, 

under wear, toilet paper, 

shoes, cars, liquor, soap, 

furniture, candy, cookies, 

donuts, food and ice! 

…you buy what you want 

and beg for what you need! 

…you call yourself a bad 

bitch or a bad mother fucker. 

But that’s all right. You still 

my dawg, my BFF and my 

Ni99a! Whatever! Maybe we 

should ban the word 

Negro!!!!! 

 

CRACK HEAD 

NEWS 

FREESTYLE 

SPITTIN’ 

EDITION 

Parental Advisory 

May contain Explicit Content not 

meant for Negro Kids 

Blacks forgave Dylann Roof before 

he apologized for killing 9 Black 

people in a South Carolina church 

in 2015.  @#$%#@! The chump 

ain’t going to apologize. He thinks 

you are ni99ers! 

After living through a Democratic 

Reign of nothingness and 

sleepiness, either a Black Giant is 

going to wake up or be put back to 

sleep forever! 

Black people must be prepared to 

go with those who are ready for 

Unity. The others, who are not yet 

ready, can join later. 

If you don’t cooperate with 

someone, anyone, all the yapping, 

running off at the mouth, ego 

tripping and what you think as 

consciousness or spirituality, won’t 

amount to shyt! You’ll be buried 

with 10,000 people watching your 

ass being put in the dirt and only 

the wicked will remember you. 

We might not be able to see into 

the future, but we can feel it. Post 

Traumatic Obama Stress 

Syndrome! We still are looking for 

“faith” in somebody besides 

ourselves. 

Zebras have never been 

domesticated. 

Many of the women that were 

lynched in early America, for 

standing up for their rights, were 

merely children. Many were raped 

and tortured before being hung.  

Do not go to lectures where the 

lecturer has a reputation of spewing 

out that all living Black people 

ain’t shyt. They are just cry babies 

who ain’t had enough lap time. The 

only people they respect are dead 

people. Their ego has allowed them 

the time to realize that they are 

dead! LMAO!  

Black GrapeVine news- Rumor has 

it that rapper T.I. and his wife Tiny 

owe the IRS about $5 million. The 

couple is said to be worth over 

$200 million, with investments in 

houses, clubs and a lot of junk. T.I. 

is supposedly working it out, with 

some type of deally with the IRS. 

Ain’t nobody heard a word about 

Al Sharpton and his IRS problems. 

He supposedly owes more than T.I, 



 

 

Tiny and what Wesley Snipes owed 

put together No word on if 

MSNBC is garnishing his wages,  

If a woman dons military attire, 

fighting gear, garnishes a weapon, 

puts up her dudes or throws some 

punches, should a male or another 

female be able to engage her in 

combat? What say you? 

David West, the professional 

basketball player, paid for Dr. 

Ben’s funeral. 

African elephants are the largest 

land animals. 

Sometimes lies can be more 

comfortable for people than truth. 

“Keeping it real” is not a way of 

life in the United States. 

Never sit on a horse so high, that 

you think nobody else is putting in 

work and absorbing costs in the 

fight for freedom. In other words, 

never try to over think what’s in 

another slaves wallet. 

Pan-Africanism should be a 

worldwide phenomenon, because 

White supremacy is!  

Europeans have Networks where 

millions of people can 

communicate, promote, 

correspond, politicize, advertize 

and hook-up at one time. Black 

people have zip, nada, and zero! 

Sorry to say it, but since 

integration, we are only in a 

position to ride their backs. Face 

Book, You Tube, Twitter and 

whatever! It’s amazing how we 

help them get paid, without as 

much as a whimper! 

We weren’t all brought on ships 

called Jesus, Liberty, Grace, Justice 

or Mercy. Our ancestors were 

already natives of the land long 

before the coming of Columbus. 

American culture is a rapist culture. 

They have holidays set aside for 

some of the biggest rapist in their 

culture and biggest rapist on the 

face of their currency.  

Wigga GrapeVine news- Racist 

White people came up with the 

slogan “ALL LIVES MATTER, to 

downplay Black people saying, 

“BLACK LIVES MATTER”. We 

can’t think of a better way for 

anybody to say, “You ain’t shyt”! 

If we don’t stand up for ourselves, 

this is proof that nobody else will. 

If all lives matter, why people get 

so offended when we mention the 

Black ones? 

Black GrapeVine news- Beware 

dimwits that get a little information 

and become bizarre. They learn a 

couple blue eyed words like 

patriarchal and matriarchal and 

their minds are so ablaze, they 

forget about the words balance and 

culture. Balance and culture 

dictates what type of society and 

place you live in. There are no 

places on Earth where men are 

fully in charge and no places on 

earth where women are fully in 

charge. Some of these scandalous 

and ridiculous books, philosophies 

and nut cases need to be put down. 

Don’t cut off ya nose in spite of ya 

face!   

China and the United Sates are 

locked in a contest for the resources 

of Africa. Some call it race 

relations, with heavy emphasis of 

the “race” for resources and 

influence! 

Some of the earliest lynching of 

Black women in the Americas was 

for their being Republicans. Mrs. 

John Simes in 1870 in Henry 

County, Kentucky and  Mrs. 

Hawkins and her daughter in 1872 

in Fayette County, Kentucky.  

Many experts advise limiting red 

meat to 18 ounces (cooked weight) 

per week. That’s equivalent to 5 to 

6 small portions of beef, lamb, or 

pork. 

Companies, big and small, need to 

change their thinking and assume 

their data is likely to be 

compromised, instead of assuming 

they can protect it. Hackers aren’t 

always a single person. Hackers 

now can be small and large groups, 

competing companies and even 

competing countries.  

NEVER SAY DIE! 

Hannah Kearse was lynched in 

1895 in Colleton, South Carolina 

with her mother and son for 

supposedly stealing a Bible. 

Black GrapeVine news- testing is 

done in America to exclude certain 

people from opportunity. Guess 

who? Black scientist say that 

“numbers” from bias tests, are the 

new “Jim Crow”. 

You want vague. Just listen to any 

politician running for President. 

They all have “feel good” talking 

points they work and speak off of.  

Giraffe can endure without water 

for a couple of weeks. 

Just who has convinced Black 

women that they are independent, 

liberated and free in the United 

States? Have Black men been 

bamboozled into thinking the same 

way?  

Anybody remember when Rock 

was Black? That was way back in 

the day Shawty! 

Mercy Hall was lynched in 1922 in 

Oklahoma City for strike activity. 

Don’t go broke trying to look rich. 

Donald Trump as President would 

be like a 4 year continuous comedy 

show. Only problem…who would 

get the last laugh? Are you afraid? 

Negro always claim that Black 

people have no unity, but they 

always come together to party and 

bullshyt, drink and bullshyt and get 

high and bullshyt! Best thing the 

Negro do is bullshyt! We got some 

first class and ego tripping 

UNITED BULLSHYTTERS! 

According to Thomson Reuters 

Foundation, some 30 million 



 

 

people are enslaved worldwide, 

trafficked into brothels, forced into 

manual labor, victims of debt 

bondage or even born into 

servitude, a global index on modern 

slavery showed on Thursday. 

Sooner or later, most 5 star chicks 

become 4 star, then 3 star and so 

on. Ballers, well, they just become 

broke asses, sooner or later. It’s all 

good. That’s life on the streets and 

in hip hop circle. There are always 

exceptions to the rules, but not 

many.  

Just who did they have in mind 

when they invented Lady Viagra! 

Are they saying women can’t get it 

up? LMAO! 

 

American’s thirteen colonies grew 

to fifty colonies as far as many 

Black people are concerned. The 

red, the white and the blue slave 

trading symbol spread from 

England and across the Atlantic 

Ocean.  

During slavery children who were 

born to slaves began working as 

soon as they were able. 

Eliza Bryant was lynched May 25, 

1926 in Duplin, North Carolina for 

having the nerve to be successful. 

Scientist of today still haven’t 

figured out a test to know how 

many babies men have in them. 

They can test if a man is sterile, but 

not how many babies he can help 

produce. Their goal so far is just to 

keep giving women birth control to 

limit populations.  They even have 

women promoting Viagra in men 

and birth control in women. Seems 

very unbalanced and beyond the 

sexual revolution into madness! 

At least 37 states have legalized the 

contracting of prison labor by 

private corporations that mount 

their operations inside state prisons. 

The list of such companies contains 

the cream of U.S. corporate 

society: IBM, Boeing, Motorola, 

Microsoft, AT&T, Wireless, Texas 

Instrument, Dell, Compaq, 

Honeywell, Hewlett-Packard, 

Nortel, Lucent Technologies, 

3Com, Intel, Northern Telecom, 

TWA, Nordstrom’s, Revlon, 

Macy’s, Pierre Cardin, Target 

Stores, and many more. Do your 

own research.  

EDWARD WILMOT 

BLYDEN LIVES, AKUA 

BRENDA WEEKES 

LIVES, BOBBY 

KRISTINA BROWN 

LIVES, BASS REEVES 

LIVES, WOODY STRODE 

LIVES, SANDRA BLAND 

LIVES, JULIAN BOND 

LIVES, MARTIN 

DELANEY LIVES, ANNIE 

TURBO MALONE LIVES, 

LOUIS STOKES LIVES, 

LACY DEANGELO 

LIVES,  MOSES 

MALONE LIVES, and 

DEDON KAMATHI 

LIVES!  

Mrs. Frank Clay was lynched 

November 18, 1957 in Henderson, 

North Carolina for having a dispute 

with a white person. 

The International Labour 

Organization estimates that almost 

21 million people are victims of 

forced labor. 

Moor Black GrapeVine news- 

Rumor has it that Illinois suspends 

more African-Americans that any 

other State in the united States. It 

must be wild up in Illinois! 

Females are into homosexuality 

and bi-sexuality more than most 

people think.  

The fake azz battle of the sexes has 

got a lot of females out of balance 

and whackety whack! They are the 

primary teachers. When 

homosexuality doesn't solve their 

freakism and wackiness, they are 

turning to children...lil boys and 

girls they can MAN-I-PU-LATED! 

The A.M.A. actually is in the 

process of trying to make this 

pedophilia BS a legitimate lifestyle, 

just as they did homosexuality back 

in the early 80's. Anyway, when the 

Black whackos, females and male, 

are caught, they are jailed and they 

pay for their behavior when other 

inmates find out their “lifestyle” 

with children. Their asses are 

whipped good and proper on a 

daily basis as long as they are 

incarcerated. The White ones are 

usually only chastised and set free. 

All churches, schools, colleges, 

internet cafes and political 

strongholds are their usual hiding 

and stomping grounds. Wicked 

females think they are “free” to do 

what they wanna do too. 

Seventeen year-old Marie Scott 

was lynched on March 31, 1914 in 

Wagoner County, Oklahoma by a 

white mob of at least a dozen 

males. Two drunken white men had 

broken into her house as she was 

dressing and raped her. Her brother 

heard her screams for help, kicked 

down the door, killed one assailant 

and fled. Unable to find her 

brother, the mob lynched Marie. 

Rumor has it, that a growing 

segment of the Christian 

community, view same sex shyt, 

much the same as they view 

Zombies. Oh, you don’t know? 

Some stuff just ain’t kosher! Lol! 

Walk Free, an Australian-based 

rights group, says that almost half 

the slaves of the modern world are 

in India, where slavery ranges from 

bonded labor in quarries and kilns 



 

 

to commercial sex exploitation, 

although the scourge exists in all 

162 countries it surveyed The 

groups estimate of 29.8 million 

slaves worldwide is higher than 

other attempts to quantify modern 

slavery. 

We’ve always heard a lot about 

White settlers the world over, but 

not much about Black settlers. 

Could it be that Black people don’t 

dwell on colonizing other people’s 

living space?  

Wigga Grapevine news- Rumor 

has it that the United states and 

new Zealand conducted secret tests 

on a “TSUNAMI BOMB” designed 

to destroy coastal cities by using 

underwater blasts to trigger 

massive tidal waves.  

 

I’m Spittin’ for real! 

Black females have about as much 

displaced egotism as Black males. 

When Africans are united and 

posted vigilant watchmen and 

watchwomen to look out for our 

interests things will change for the 

better. 

If you see 2 women playing house 

with a baby: you should know dam 

well they didn’t get together to 

make that baby. Spit don’t make 

babies you big dummy. So much 

for either of them playing or being 

God! 

We hope your name, info, naked 

photos and GPS coordinates 

weren’t in the Ashley Madison 

Hump Dump! 

College boys and girls don’t 

usually work for the people, unless 

the people got some cheddar. They 

are looking for benefits.  

Women can’t make babies without 

men. Men can’t make babies 

without women. There is nothing 

new under the Sun, except bullshyt! 

If the shoe fits, you can leave it up 

your ass. You won’t be in need of a 

diaper for a little while! 

Donald Trump for President! He 

won’t free any slaves, but he might 

wake a few up! No love for Trump, 

but he might be the lesser of a 

whole lot of evil. You already 

know he don’t give a shyt about 

you! 

Hacking is a form of power. It 

sometimes makes the high and 

mighty tremble with fear and the 

weak quit, when their business is 

put out in the streets. 

Anybody notice Black TV, Black 

radio and Black magazines are 

presenting materials for Negroes 

with a third grade education and 

mentally challenged Negresses. 

Word is you are supposed to 

support Black Business, not Black 

stupidity! Check it out and see for 

yourself. The advertisers are happy 

as long as we don’t require and 

demand more.. 

Laura Nelson was accused of 

murdering a sheriff who had 

supposedly discovered stolen goods 

in her house. She was lynched with 

her 15 year-old son in 1911 in 

Okemah, Oklahoma. 

There will always be some people 

that don’t know how to hustle, 

make a reasonable living. They’d 

much rather sit around and bytch.  

Without African unity, while 

others are forging unity among 

themselves, Africa and Africans, 

with vast natural resources, will 

always be vulnerable to the better 

organized. 

Now-a-days it takes courage not to 

be gay or a trans-sexual.  

More than half of Black Americans 

born poor stay poor. We need more 

Black entrepreneurs and Black 

economics. Boycotting our enemies 

would help quite a bit Shawty. 

THE  

GOSPEL 

ACCORDING 

TO AFRIKANS 

 

(OUR STORY) 

If you are looking for anti-

African bull crap, you came 

to the wrong place. These 

quotes are not for your 

normal Negroes and 

Negresses, satisfied to be 

profiled and have their asses 

beat down!  

BLACK LIVES MATTER 

The Gospel According To 

Sandra Bland 

“Show me in American history 

where ALL lives have mattered.” 

MDW NTR 

The Gospel According To 

Jacob Carruthers 

“African champions must break the 

chain that links African ideas to 



 

 

European ones and listen to the 

voice of the ancestors without 

European interpreters.” 

ALL THINGS ARE 

POPSSIBLE 

The Gospel According To 

Portia Simpson Miller 

 “It is a remarkable and startling 

thing to imagine that there were 

actually persons of our bloodline 

who were not seen as persons; who 

were categorized as brute beasts 

without human dignity; and yet 

who in the face of such 

dehumanization clung stubbornly 

to the notion that freedom was their 

right.  

“If our [Afrikan] ancestors could 

nurture that ‘all-things-are-

possible’ attitude under such heart-

rending conditions, then what could 

there be that we - their heirs, cannot 

do today? 

FEMINISM IS NOT 

AFRICAN 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Marimba Ani 

“Feminism cannot be African 

because it focuses solely on the 

experiences of one gender and not 

the collective experience of the 

African family” 

THE BIBLE 

The Gospel According To 

Jomo Kenyatta 

“When the missionaries arrived, 

the Africans had the land and the 

missionaries had the Bible. They 

taught us how to pray with our eyes 

closed. When we opened them, 

they had the land and we had the 

Bible.” 

BEING SCARED 

The Gospel According To 

Fannie Lou Hamer 

“What was the point of being 

scared? The only thing they could 

do to me was kill me and it seemed 

like they’d been trying to do that a 

little bit at a time ever since I could 

remember.” 

SPIRITUAL DOOM 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Martin Luther King 

“A nation that continues year after 

year to spend more money on 

military defense than programs of 

social uplift is approaching spiritual 

doom.  

PLACE OF HONOR 

The Gospel According To 

Ida B. Wells 

“A Winchester rifle should have a 

place of honor in every Black 

home, and it should be used for that 

protection which the law refuses to 

give.” 

PRISONERS HANGED 

The Gospel According to 

Assata Shakur 

“In prison, it is not at all 

uncommon to find a prisoner 

hanged or burned to death in his 

cell. No matter how suspicious the 

circumstances, these deaths are 

always ruled suicides’. They are 

usually Black inmates, considered 

to be a ‘threat to the orderly 

running of the prison’. They are 

usually among the most politically 

aware and socially conscious 

inmates in the prison.” 

NEGRO 

INTELLECTUALS 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“It is astonishing how disloyal and 

selfish is the average Negro 

‘intellectual’ of the passing 

generation to his race. He is the 

greatest fraud and stumbling block 

to the real progress of the race. He 

was educated with the wrong 

psychology and perspective…and 

intermingling with the whites is 

their highest ambition,” 

WISHING YOU FAITH 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Betty Shabazz 

“I wish you power that equals your 

intelligence and your strength. I 

wish you success that equals your 

talent and determination. And I 

wish you faith.” 

TAKING DOWN A 

CONFEDERTE FLAG 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Maulana Karenga 

“It is important to assert at the 

outset, in the interest of seriously 

needed distinctions, that a single 

symbolic act of taking down a 

confederate flag is not the same as 

or a substitute for tearing down the 

walls of White supremacy for 

which it stands. Taking down the 

confederate flag, like the Obama 

election, clearly has its symbolic 

value, and also like the Obama 

election, it can give us a rightful 

sense of satisfaction and victory, 

and then leave us with little else. 

For the moment did not lead to 

building a movement, and the 

single act assumed a separate 

meaning in and of itself. The 

election became, like the removal 

of the flag could become, the end 

rather than a means to further and 

complete the long and costly 

struggle for racial and social 

justice.” 

THE MEAT MARKET 

The Gospel According To 

Naim Jueh Ali 

“Western (white) society 

encourages our women to go 

around half naked and seductive, 

only for them to find out (when the 



 

 

sex appeal has gone), that they've 

been misguided, used, and 

exploited. Now their time is up, and 

they must give way to younger 

sexier women who will replace 

them in the "meat market". Wake 

up my sisters. Know that the body 

fades, but the mind will always stay 

beautiful as long as you continue to 

cultivate it.” 

DEATH TO COWARDS 

The Gospel According To 

Harriet Tubman 

“If he was weak enough to give 

out, he’d be weak enough to betray 

us all, and all who had helped us; 

and do you think I’d let so many 

die for one coward man.” 

OLD WAYS OF MY 

PEOPLE 

The Gospel According To 

Black Elk 

“I could see that the white people 

did not care for each other the way 

our people did…They would take 

everything from each other if they 

could..Some…had more of 

everything than they could use, 

while crowds of people had nothing 

at all…This could not be better 

than old ways of my people.” 

WHEN WRONGS GO 

UNCHALLENGED 

The Gospel According To 

Barbara Jordan 

“If the society today allows wrongs 

to go unchallenged, the impression 

is created that those wrongs have 

the approval of the majority.” 

TRADITION OF DEATH 

The Gospel According To 

Sister Souljah 

“We can jump big and bad with 

one another…we can get real angry 

and hateful towards one another, 

but we can’t muster up enough 

energy to change the condition that 

creates a tradition of death in our 

community!” 

THE CASE FOR 

REPARATIONS 

The Gospel According To 

Ta-Nehisi Coates 

“250 years of slavery. 90 years of 

Jim Crow. 60 years of Separate but 

Equal. 35 years of State-Sanctioned 

Redlining: Until we reckon with 

the compounding moral debts of 

our ancestors, America will never 

be whole.” 

AIN’T NEVER BEEN NO 

GOOD 

The Gospel According To 

Dick Gregory 

“Y’all act like this country was 

good and then got bad. This 

country ain’t never been no good!” 

VIOLENCE 

The Gospel According To 

Julian Bond 

“Violence is Black children going 

to school for 12 years and receiving 

6 years of education.”  

 

BIG RICH TOWN 

50 Cents ft. Joe 

They say this is a big, rich town 

I just come from the poorest part 

Bright lights, city life, I gotta make 

it 

This is where it goes down 

I just happen to come up hard 

Legal or illegal, baby, I gotta make 

it 

UPLIFT BLACK PEOPLE 

Lauryn Hill 

“It’s not wrong for me to uplift 

people. When I hold that mic, I 

have power and I’m going to use 

that power to uplift my people, 

because I am Black and I am 

powerful. It’s not wrong for me to 

uplift Black people. It’s wrong for 

me not to uplift Black people.  

GOOD COPS, BAD COPS 

Chris Rock 

“All those “GOOD COPS” y’all 

love bringing up when you say; 

“Not all cops are bad” seem to 

never be around when their 

comrades are killing innocent 

people.” 

ON YOUR FEET 

Redd Foxx 

“The best way to get on your 

feet…is off your ass!” 

TWO HUGE LIES 

Dave Chappelle 

“Our culture has accepted two 

huge lies. The first is that if you 

disagree with someone’s lifestyle, 

you must fear or hate them. The 

second is that to love someone 

means you agree with everything 

they believe, say or do. Both are 

nonsense. You don’t have to 

compromise convictions to be 

compassionate.”  

STAND TALL 

Janelle Monae 

“God Bless all the lives lost to 

police brutality. We want White 

America to know that we stand tall 

today. We want Black America to 

know we stand tall today. We will 

not be silenced.” 



 

 

SOMEDAY WE’LL BE 

FREE 

Donnie Hathaway / Regina Belle 

Hang on to the world as it spins 

around 

Just don’t let the spin get you down 

Things are moving fast 

Hold on tight and you will last 

Keep your self-respect, your manly 

pride 

Get yourself in gear, keep your 

stride 

Never mind your fears 

Brighter days will soon be here 

Take it from me, someday we’ll all 

be free 

LEAVE THE TABLE 

Nina Simone 

“You’ve got to learn to leave the 

table when love’s no longer being 

served.” 

SAVE THE CHILDREN 

Marvin Gaye / Regina Belle 

There’ll come a time, when the 

world won’t be singing 

Flowers won’t grow and the bells 

won’t be ringing 

Who really cares? 

Who is willing to try? 

To save a world that is destined to 

die 

Live life for the children 

Save the babies, save the babies 

USE US AGAINST HIM 

The Gospel According To 

Shahrazad Ali 

“All we have to do is get pregnant. 

The white man will give us a place 

to live, health insurance, food 

stamps, pharmacy coverage, day 

care and everything else. Those 

things keep us from wanting to be 

with a man because we say, “He 

ain’t got nothing.” Well, we 

wouldn’t have nothing either, if 

they wasn’t trying to use us against 

him.” 

FEELING GOOD ABOUT 

THEMSELVES 

The Gospel According To 

Shahrazad Ali 

“Sisters don’t have any idea what it 

would feel like for us, to have 15, 

20 million Black men walking 

around in America feeling good 

about themselves!”  

THINGS YOU DO NOT 

SEE 

The Gospel According To 

James Baldwin 

“If I love you, I have to make you 

conscious of the things that you do 

not see.” 

THEIR INHUMANITY 

The Gospel According To 

James Baldwin 

“Please try to remember that what 

they believe, as well as what they 

do and cause you to endure, does 

not testify to your inferiority, but to 

their inhumanity.” 

RETURN TO YOUR 

CULTURE 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“Any Black woman who chooses 

to follow any religion that has 

deemed you a curse, an enemy to 

man. evil, untrustworthy, the 

downfall of the human race and 

compared to the devil… has got to 

be out of their minds, to allow a 

religious belief to steer you away 

from your African culture. Black 

women will never return to their 

true state of mind under a religion. 

Give the oppressor his God back. 

Return to your culture!” 

THE MEEK 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“The meek shall inherit nothing 

except more chains!” 

SANE vs. INSANE 

The Gospel According To 

Mwalimu K. Bomani Baruti 

“If European culture is insanity 

then at the fundamental level that 

humans define and perceive reality 

we, as Afrikans and people of 

color, have a very serious problem. 

If a cultural minority becomes the 

power majority and, this minority, 

through military, media and 

religious might force the majority 

cultures to adopt its culture as their 

own, then insanity becomes the 

norm and is redefined as sanity. 

Accepting another’s reality as your 

reality makes their reality yours. If 

the global majority is right then 

Europeans are wrong, how dare 

they stand in 

judgment?...Unfortunately, as is the 

case with Western cultural 

imperialism, if the insane can 

convince the sane that insanity is 

sanity, then the sane majority 

become insane and insanity 

becomes universal and comes to be 

seen as sanity. Those individuals or 

groups who dare to hold on to their 

original sanity become universally 

depicted as the truly insane 

(backward), and those who are 

carriers of the original insanity 

become universally depicted as the 

truly sane (modern).”  

HELP FROM ALIENS 

The Gospel According To 

Neil deGrasse Tyson 

“Just because you can’t figure out 

how ancient civilizations built 



 

 

stuff, doesn’t mean they got help 

from Aliens.” 

BROKE-A-

SEXUALS 
Uncle Jessie Returns 2015 

Broke-A-Sexuals are people who 

are broken spiritually, psychically, 

mentally, emotionally, financially 

and oftentimes physically. They 

live their lives 24/7 on the “sex” 

tip. They want people to not see 

them as a gender, but some kind of 

sexual entity. They can be born 

again, born yesterday and some 

claim they were born to be “gay”. 

“happy” or “excited” about coming 

out of a closet broke.  

Broke-A-Sexuals have no real 

culture of their own. Broke-a-

sexuals usually spring up in trying 

times, when an environment is 

going out of balance, but most 

often, their appearance in a culture 

or society usually signals an end 

time for that culture. Broke-a-

sexuals may last for two, three or 

even four generations or more. 

Broke=a=Sexuals know how to lie 

their ass off. 

 Broke-A-Sexuals are oftentimes 

called Masturbating Gender 

Blenders.  Some are female, that 

claim they are male and some are 

males that claim to be female, but 

none of them are quite working 

with the right equipment. But, for a 

little cash and bill paying, they will 

be and play whatever the payer 

wants them to be.  

Now don’t confuse Broke-A-

sexuals with Homosexuals, 

Lesbians, Trans--genders, Bi-

sexuals or whatever. These groups 

or individuals may not be broke 

and they haven’t been classified by 

the government quite yet. They 

don’t show up with the Census 

Bureau or on job applications. 

Nobody knows exactly who they 

are until they present themselves as 

such. The big difference is that 

Broke-A-Sexuals are broke-asses 

and will do anything for that cash, 

money, paper stacks or cheddar. 

Most true homosexuals and the 

like, only last for one generation 

and are more likely to disappear 

from this realm, unless properly 

advertised as a lawful status. Ain’t 

nothing lawful about no Broke-A-

Sexual! If you see a straight, gay, 

queer, Bi, conniving individual or 

group acting queerly, hold on to 

your paper stacks. They’d do 

anything to get paid, including 

murder for money. They just might 

be Broke-A-Sexuals. Lmmfao! 

BLACK 

FACTS 

 

All knowledge is rooted in 

reality 

Africa's population is the youngest 

among all the continents; 50% of 

Africans are 19 years old or 

younger. 

In early America, when White 

people wanted to lynch a Black 

man for standing up for his rights 

and he couldn’t be found, the 

females in his family were lynched. 

Oftentimes, entire families, 

including the children, were 

lynched and hung together, with 

their private parts cut out and put 

on public display. 

Most Black families in the U.S. are 

headed by a single parent. 

The Native American Christian is 

practicing the faith of those who 

tried to wipe his ancestors of the 

map, and the African American 

Christian is practicing the faith of 

those who captured, brought, 

cruelly transported, sold, and 

enslaved their ancestors. 

Black women in the U.S. consume 

about 80% of the hair care industry 

and own about 3%. 

 Algeria is Africa's largest country 

by area, and Nigeria is the largest 

by population.  

A Black middle-class has been 

created in South Africa, since the 

apartheid era. 

Johannesburg, South Africa is the 

most visited city in Africa. 

Ethiopia has the most airports in 

Africa. 

The indigenous Black people of 

Australia were there long before 

the white settlers and colonizers 

came.  

95% of Africans in America join 

the military, not because they are 

patriotic, but because they need a 

job or a trade. 

The idea of their Blackness isn’t 

discussed among “Latinos” as 

much as it should be. The 

overwhelming majority of them 

have roots in Africa, but slave 

master fear still frightens far too 

many of them.  

The Afrikan population in the 

Diaspora is estimated to number 

over one hundred and sixty million 

persons, including South, Central 

and Latin America, North America 

(USA and Canada), the Caribbean, 

Europe, Asia Minor and Asia 

Major, including Australasia and 

the Pacific. 

Sekhmet is a solar deity, sometimes 

called the daughter of the sun god 

Ra and often associated with the 

goddesses Hathor and Bast. 

Haile Selassie 1 was the 225
th

 and 

last Emperor of Ethiopia. 



 

 

South Africa is the most visited 

African country. 

Equatorial Guinea is Africa’s only 

Spanish speaking country. 

President Robert Mugabe was 

jailed for 11 years for fighting for 

freedom. 

In Kenya - Unemployment and 

poverty continues to trap millions 

while economic relations with the 

imperialist states do not offer any 

significant prospects for the 

absorption of large segments of the 

population into the urbanized labor 

market. Most people still work in 

the agricultural sectors of the 

economy through the production of 

tea, coffee, sisal and other products. 

Ethiopia’s economy is growing 

faster than China’s. 

Only 5% of the African slaves 

landed in the U.S. About 95% 

landed in South and Central 

America, and the Caribbean. 

The Seychelles are the most 

educated Africans. Seychelles’ 

literacy rates (Adult: 92%, Youth: 

99%) Zimbabwe is 2nd (Adult: 

91.2%,Youth: 99%). 

Angola has more Portuguese 

speakers than Portugal. 

Zimbabwe is not a favored state by 

Washington particularly since the 

land reform program of 2000 which 

redistributed white-owned farms to 

Africans who were expropriated 

during the colonial wars of the late 

19th century. 

Atlanta is ranked No. 1 among U.S. 

cities when it comes to the rate of 

new diagnoses of HIV. 

Today, the African Union (AU) 

defines the Diaspora as “consisting 

of peoples of African origin living 

outside the continent, irrespective 

of their citizenship and nationality 

and who are willing to contribute to 

the development of the continent 

and the building of the African 

Union. 

Rwanda is a better country for 

gender equality than England and 

USA. 

There was a time in history when 

Africans in America chose their 

children’s teachers, their own 

leaders and their own heroes and 

sheroes. That was a long, long time 

ago.   

Ethiopia is Africa’s oldest 

independent country; it has existed 

for over 3,000 years without being 

colonized. 

Millions of people, although living 

away from Continental Afrika, 

recognized Afrika as their spiritual 

and ancestral homeland. 

The Gambia is the smallest country 

in Africa followed by Swaziland. 

The 10 U.S. 

Cities with the 

Highest Rates of 

HIV Infection 
In its 2013 HIV Surveillance 

Report, the Centers for Disease 

Control released a collection of 

data from state and local health 

departments that tracked the rate of 

new HIV infections across the 

country in 2011. Listed below are 

the U.S. cities and major 

metropolitan areas with the highest 

rates of new infections per capita. 

1. Miami 

2. New Orleans–Metairie–

Kenner, La. 

3. Baton Rouge, La.    

4. Jackson, Miss. 

5. Washington, D.C. (includes 

Va., Md., and W.Va. suburbs) 

6. Baltimore–Towson, Md. 

7. Memphis, Tenn. (includes 

Miss. and Ark. suburbs) 

8. Atlanta–Sandy Springs–

Marietta, Ga. 

9. New York City (includes N.Y., 

N.J., and Pa. suburbs) 

10. Jacksonville, Fla. 

EUROPEAN 

FACTS 

 

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?) 

Believe it or not! 

Caucasians invented slavery, 

deriving from their bondage of 

Slavic peoples. Caucasians were 

the 1
st
 people to build prisons 

and/or dungeons in Europe, the 

Americas, Asia, Australia and 

Afrika. 

After the Great Depression, 

America used affirmative action 

and welfare to create the White 

Middle Class we see today. 

The Great Wall of China was built 

to keep European barbarians out. 

No other race is as savage to others 

and themselves as the colorless 

people. 

In Caucasian dominated societies, 

as quiet as it’s kept, women are 

perpetrators of half the sexual 

abuse on children. 

As long as rich White people can 

keep poor White people believing 

in a White, blue-eyed Jesus, the 

rich White people will stay rich and 

in power. 

American Indians (indigenous 

people of North America) are the 

victims of violent crimes at more 



 

 

than twice the national average and, 

unlike the situation among whites 

and blacks where the large majority 

of crime victims are of the same 

race as the perpetrators, 70 percent 

of those committing crimes against 

Indians are of a different race. A 

full 60 percent of the perpetrators 

of violent crimes against Indians 

were whites. 

Arabs and Jews started the White 

(goy) slave trade, dealing mostly in 

women. 

Every thought that comes from the 

Albinoid mind is meant to 

dominate and control. 

White people in America have 

wealth, because they never paid the 

people that worked for them, with 

the free land and free labor system 

they set up for themselves. 

Hackers are more than ever 

interested in taking down large 

banks and highly publicized 

companies.. 

 As White women mutate, their 

wombs are becoming more 

calcified, rendering them useless. 

The use of machines to bring their 

young to term is a fact of 

Caucasoid life. 

Europeans come from areas with 

Ice Age, glaciated soil. When the 

ice melted, the resulting water 

washed away vital nutrients from 

the places that all Caucasian tribes 

dwelled in and came from. Their 

soil is depleted such minerals as 

selenium, zinc, phosphorus and 

potassium to name a few. 

80,000 women in the United States 

are diagnosed with gynecological 

cancers each year- uterine, ovarian 

and cervical the most prevalent. 

Homosexuality is an Institution in 

all European controlled countries. 

The United States, with only 5% of 

the world population, consumes 

60% of the world’s psychiatric 

drugs. 

Homosexuals are some of the elite 

of Caucasian societies. In the 

United States, those out the closet 

represent between 1 and 4% of the 

American population. 59% of them 

are college educated. Over 51% of 

them make over $53,000 a year. 

Over 43% of them own property, 

businesses and land. They are not 

victims, but they are attempting to 

normalize their behavior. 

Doctors in the United States kill 

more than 7,000 people in the U.S. 

every year... with their 

handwriting! 

Europeans most always have some 

type of hanging tree, electric chair 

or some form of death penalty in 

areas that they dominate.  

Europe was crime ridden and 

diseased before Africans came to 

Europe.  

European scientist said that 

asbestos was a mineral. Then they 

said that it was safe for humans. 

U.S. citizens have to worry more 

about domestic terrorism that they 

have to worry about foreign 

terrorism. 

The most commonly used birth 

control by Caucasian females was 

infanticide, then abortion, but now 

it’s mostly done with pills.  

All pornography is legal in the 

United States, except child 

pornography, but there are more 

pedophiles in the United States 

than the rest of the world put 

together. 

White people call it civilization 

when their citizens can choose their 

sexual orientation. 

In the Caucasoid global prison 

industrial complex, they do not 

frown on emotional relationships. 

This is their way of promoting and 

condoning homosexual 

relationships.     

Many Americans are unaware that 

the U.S. is the most polluting 

society in the First World. In some 

areas, like the emission of 

greenhouse gases, it even outdoes 

the environmentally ravaged 

former communist countries. 

The U.S. also has the greatest 

poverty rate in the industrialized 

world. 

Every year in the U.S., 12,000 

patients die from surgery that is not 

warranted medically, but is 

performed anyway. 

The U.S. boycotted the 1980 

Olympics, because the Soviet 

Union was occupying Afghanistan. 

Check out the 

Nubian Education 

Sector: 

http://bit.ly/1Y9rz87 

CHECK OUT THE 

NUBIAN 

MALL 

BUY SOMETHING! 

The Nubian Network has 

been educating, publishing 

and developing markets 

since 1988 

SEE YA! 


